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President’s Corner

Don’t Forget

DXCC CARD CHECKING

The next Club meeting will be on March
25th at Noon. Place is the same: Viking
Chili Bowl on Highway 30 west of the
university.

Doctor Richard Lochner, K9CIV has been
appointed an Official ARRL DXCC Card
Checker. Contact Rich to schedule an
appointment for card checking.

We will be in the back room of the restaurant
and I hope to see everyone there. Not sure if a
program will be conducted, but at least we will
have a good discussion.

You may email him at k9civ@arrl.net for
details on how to mail your cards to him, if
you desire to go that route.

Several DXpeditions going on right now and
they are working various bands throughout the
day and night. Easy to pick up some band fills.
Enjoy March, as listening to the weather
tonight it appears it might be coming in as a
lion.

73
John W3ML
Good DXing!
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Working DX in the Doldrums
Part 3
3. Station
Now some thoughts on our stations. New rigs can be expensive and as most pro golfers say,
“You go with what you have.” Most hams work lots of DX without the latest rig. I have a good
friend who still uses a Drake TR-7 that he purchased in 1980. He attained the DX Honor Roll with
that rig. Success is more about attention to details and good practice. Let’s take a look around and see
what can be done to improve our stations
a) Noise
To begin with, noise is a killer. Of the two forms of noise, atmospheric noise is something we
can do nothing about. Some places in the world have atmospheric noise that is absolutely terrible.
Lightening is a major factor. Be glad you don’t live there.
This leads to a closer examination of man-made noise. Two observations by ON4UN are
important to this discussion. If you live in a city, your conditions are going to be worse than someone
in a rural setting. A city dweller is at a 10-dB disadvantage (see 9j). He also notes that you can gain
7.8 dB by using CW instead of SSB since you will be using a narrower bandwidth. Some of the
contributors to this are power lines, heavy traffic with noisy motors, lots of big machinery in the
vicinity, etc. The rural or semi-rural settings are not immune either. Large security lights, dog fences,
electric livestock fences, power lines and so forth can be a nuisance. In some cases you can locate the
source of a noise and help a neighbor fix the problem if it’s from his home. Most power utilities are
very helpful when the noise is coming from their equipment. It pays to take the time to locate and get
the noise level down.
Before you quit, take a good look at your own home. Appliances, TV’s, internet routers, air
compressors, sump pumps, and furnaces are just a short list. When the band conditions are poor, try
unplugging each device one at a time and see how much improvement you get. That old “klunker”
freezer in the garage could be worth a few dB. I had a problem with a battery powered clock in the
shack. The tick-tick sound was S9 on 10 and 15 meters.
b) Transceivers
If you want to feel better about your rig, take a look at Sherwood Engineering’s web page
listing hundreds of receivers (11a). Many older rigs perform just fine. Rob Sherwood, NC0B, gave a
talk at the W9DXCC convention a few years back and his comments really resonated with me. Most
of the data shown in QST on transceivers is laboratory stuff and for most of us sensitivity and a few
other numbers such as dynamic range are of interest. It is interesting that Elecraft has really pushed
those numbers down with their latest, the K3S. One number that hasn’t been invented yet is “MUS”
i.e. Minimum Understandable Signal. What we need to know is whether we can hear the DX. It
doesn’t do us much good if that signal is “down in the mud” and can’t be understood.
Rob also gave a similar talk at the “Dayton Contest University” which is available in a
booklet assembled by Tim Duffy, K3LR, a well-known contester and President of DX Engineering
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Company. The Contest University is given at various DX Conventions including W9DXXC in
Chicago.
Another thing to consider is a pre-amplifier for your rig. After an unsuccessful effort to make
one, I found one that is very cheap made by Makis Katsouris, SV1AFN, ($37.90 including $8.00
shipping from Greece) and works really well. I’ve found I can get anywhere from 8 to 20 dB gain in
addition to the built gain of one or both internal preamplifiers in my rig. It’s a winner, but order it
assembled. It’s all surface mount stuff and would be tough for some to build. Since I received the
SV1AFN unit, I did find a preamp article by Doug DeMaw(SK), W1FB, that can be configured for
any band from 160 to 10 meters (See QST 4/84, page 19). Also, DX Engineering makes an
impressive looking preamp, the DXE-RPA-1. They also have a receive/transmit interface unit, the
DXE-RTR-1A. You will need some kind of circuitry to bypass the preamp if you put it on the
transmit antenna as I do. More about that another time.
c) Amplifiers
Amplifiers can be expensive. Building one can be a chore and finding parts is a struggle these
days. Even getting to 500 watts is a big improvement. Forget all that dB fuss, you are going to be
louder. After all, you want to be heard, don’t you? A good amplifier and antenna combination is a
killer application for snagging DX.
d) Tuners
Transmatches or whatever style matching network is the subject. First of all, I try to get my
antennas close to 50 ohms at the shack end of the feedline. I still use a tuner to get exactly 1:1. I
know that experts say this isn’t necessary but it eliminate the possibility of any RFI in the shack that
way. Blindly loading your high SWR antenna may cause overheating or even arcing. Plus it is easier
on the rig and amplifier.
e) “Widgets, Gadgets and Stuff”
Some phone operators are very careful about their signal and incorporate an adjustable filter
on their microphones. Eliminating various voice frequency ranges sounds logical but I have never
tried one. Also, there are specific microphones which produce much better-quality sound over a
generic mike. There is also a discussion of microphones in the “Contest University” booklet.
High quality feedlines and connectors reduce some transmission loss and are some benefit for
receiving. If nothing else, the better-quality feedlines and connectors are more likely to last longer.
Like many other items, there is always a trade-off between cost and performance.
As a final note, “Be Prepared”! Keep you equipment clean. Stores that handle sewing gadgets
sell an attachment to a standard vacuum cleaner with a small nozzle for cleaning sewing machines.
Great for getting to those dusty cooling fans. Also, have some spare cables and fuses when things go
wrong. Bad things do happen to nice people. Check all the station connectors including the ones at
the antenna. It might be a good idea to have a check list and do this at least once a year.
Well, that’s about it for this session. I really hope it helped you some. Best of DX to all.
Until next time,
73’s
Jerry Hess, W9KTP
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QSL Card of the Month
A collection of the old, the new, the rare, the exotic or just interesting QSL Cards

Central African Republic
TL
ClubLog 2017: Most Wanted World Rank: #64
Most Wanted North America Rank: #59
CQ zone: 36 ITU Zone: 47
Continent: AF
Location: 4°22’N 18°35’E
Beam Headings from Northwestern Indiana: 75°/253°
6782 mi / 18077 mi
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Top of the Honor Roll member and author of the classic book “The Complete DX’er”, Bob Locher-W9KNI, called
any call sign from Africa that began with the letter “T” one of the Terrible Tees. It was with good reason he gave
them this nickname. Because of the distance, isolation, politics and lack of indigenous ham operators, this part of the
world has often been a difficult DX quarry. TL-Central African Republic fits the description well.

The name Central African Republic certainly is appropriate. It is a landlocked country in Central Africa. The country
is bordered by Chad to the north, Sudan to the northeast, South Sudan to the east, the Democratic Republic of the
Congo and the Republic of the Congo to the southwest and Cameroon to the west.

Colonized by the French in 1885, it was for a long-time part of what was called “French Equatorial Africa”. Gaining
independence in 1960, the country has had a tumultuous history with several dictatorial presidents and numerous
uprisings led by rivals. At present there are over 4000 UN peacekeeping troops in the country.
This is one of the poorest countries in the world with an average per capita income of less than $400 a year. While the
country has resources and agricultural potential, poor economic development and the country’s landlocked position
hinder its export trade.
The past month has been blessed with the Italian DXpedition Team (I2YSB) who have been making a valiant and
apparently successful effort to bring at least one of the "Terrible Tees” available to deserving DX’ers. The group was
able to set up their operation at a hotel that is considered one of the few safe spots in the capital city of Bangui. The
hotel is “fortified and has its own security force. Even the government uses it for sensitive meetings. Operating air
conditioning is a welcome side benefit! Bangui is only a few hundred miles north of the Equator and the climate is hot
and humid.
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Air France Airbus on taxiway at M’Poko International Airport
The QSL card depicts a portion of Bangui M'Poko International Airport. Tens of thousands of refugees live at the
airport due to the ongoing civil war. The aircraft are derelict hulks and abandoned. The one in the foreground is a
Beechcraft King Air C90 and the one in the rear appears to be a Russian Antonov AN-2.
- 73’s and Good DX –

Handy Hint
Removing Ground Rods
By Steve Mollman-KD9HL
It isn’t often that a ground rod has to be removed. Usually this only happens when we reconfigure our set-up or when moving to a
new QTH. There are a couple of tricks that can be used to get an 8-foot long rod out of the ground.
The first thing to do is use a long pipe wrench to rotate the rod a number of times before starting to pull. This breaks the adhesion
between the ground rod and the soil making the pulling process easier.
Cantankerous as they sometimes are, probably the best tool for pulling is an old style automobile bumper jack. . A bumper jack
with an 18” lever can generate up to 2500 pounds of lift. Millions were made and they were standard equipment on US cars until
the late 1970’s. They are comparatively rare these days. Occasionally one can be found in an automobile junkyard or at a yard
sale. Estimated price-$5 to $25. Sometimes they turn up on Craig’s List and eBay. Harbor Freight sells new ones for about $60,
so it is worth looking for a used one.
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To use a bumper jack, attach a chain or cable to the jack’s hook and wrap the other end around the ground rod. Secure the ground
rod end links together with a bolt and nut through two links. To keep the chain from slipping on the ground rod, don’t use the
clamp that attaches the ground wire to the rod. The best are made of soft brass and the cheaper ones of Zinc based pot metal.
Either will either distort or break under stress. Instead, attach a pair of Vise-Grip pliers to the rod above the chain.
.
(A slightly off-topic aside: The local telephone company (Frontier) and Comcast use 4-foot ground rods. Do they believe that is
sufficient or is it just a cost saving measure? After getting damage from a lightning strike that entered the house through
Comcast’s line, I have to wonder).

 73’s and good DX 
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The Most Wanted in 2017
By Steve Mollman – KD9HL
The year 2016 was a pretty good year for rare DX with such entities as the South Sandwich Islands VP8/SS), South Georgia
Islands (VP8/SG), Palmyra (KH5), Heard Island (VK0EK) and, Juan de Nova, (FT4/J being on the air. Maybe the propagation
wasn’t always great for the Midwest, but they were on the air.
How does it look for rarer DX in 2017? Researching the various DX bulletins and comparing their reports with Club Log’s Most
Wanted List for North America we may have some clues.

Club Log Most Wanted-North America
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

P5
FT5/W
3Y/B
BS7H
BV9P
FT/G
SV/A
FT5/X
EZ
ZS8
YK
KH1
VK0M
CE0X
KH7K

DPRK (NORTH KOREA)
CROZET ISLAND
BOUVET ISLAND
SCARBOROUGH REEF
PRATAS ISLAND
GLORIOSO ISLAND
MOUNT ATHOS
KERGUELEN ISLAND
TURKMENISTAN
PRINCE EDWARD & MARION ISLANDS
SYRIA
BAKER HOWLAND ISLANDS
MACQUARIE ISLAND
SAN FELIX ISLANDS
KURE ISLAND

Starting with Number One, we will try and shed some light on what may be active in 2017.
1. P5
DPRK (NORTH KOREA) - With an inherently unstable and corrupt regime that is known for
capricious decisions, operating from the DPRK is a genuine crap shoot. In 2016, Paul Ewing-N6PSE and the Intrepid DX Group
had written permission to operate from P9 only to have the permission yanked days before the projected start date.. They had spent
a considerable amount of personal money paying “fees” and shipping equipment to the staging point in China. None of the money
was refunded. There have been several very short operations with minimal equipment within the past few years, but the operators
had trouble getting a signal beyond nearby Asian countries (Japan). 3Z9DX has operated briefly in the past and says he will be
back. This will be a tough one. Don’t hold your breath.
2. FT5/W
CROZET ISLAND – The Ohio/Penn DX Buletin reports that there are rumors of a Frenchman on a
fishing boat sailing in the vicinity of Crozet, Kerguelen, Amsterdam and Tromelin Islands, who "might" operate from these
islands. An unbelievable and strange scenario. Most past operations have been from one of the staff working at the
research/weather station on the island who happens to be an amateur radio operator.. There are usually 18 to 30 people (depending
on the season) assigned to the facility.
3. 3Y/B
BOUVET ISLAND – At least two groups are planning to activate Bouvet Island probably in early
2018. The most ambitious seems to be the 3Y0Z team who have already placed a deposit for chartering the vessel MV
Braveheart. The other group is headed by 3Z9DX who has experience in North Korea-P5. The last reports (January 10, 2017) has
his Bouvet project “on hold”.
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4. BS7H
SCARBOROUGH REEF -. A Chinese group reportedly was planning to go there in 2016, and
equipment was donated, but nothing has been heard from them since.
5. BV9P

PRATAS ISLAND – Nothing reported, Last operation was BQ9P in October 2003.

6. FT/G
GLORIOSO ISLAND – Nothing reported. See the November 2016 issue of the Newsletter for more
information about the island.
7. SV/A
MOUNT ATHOS - For years Monk Apollo, SV2ASP/A, had been the only amateur radio operator
from the Docheiariou Monastery. Monk Apollo has been having problems with his SteppIR antenna and is waiting for new parts
from the USA. When he will be operating again is unknown.
However, Monk Iakovos, who lives in the Koutloumousiou Holy Monastery in Mt. Athos, received his SV2RSG license from the
Greek Ministry of Telecommunication in 2015. Reports indicate that Monk Iakovos has been on 40 meters (7141 kHz) on SSB
using an IC-735 into a vertical antenna. As he is “a permanent resident” of the place, he does not use the suffix “/A”. Watch the
spots carefully as they may identify the call as Greece rather than Mt. Athos. Since he is running only 100 watts into a marginal
antenna, working him from W9 may be a challenge.
8. FT5/X
KERGUELEN ISLAND – The last operation from the island was Gildas- F4HQZ for just two days in
October 2016 as FT5XT. Nothing new has been reported. See #2 Crozet
9. EZ
TURKMENISTAN- Amateur radio has been suspended in Turkmenistan since August, 2006.
Nevertheless, EZ7V (a club station) has been QRV since then, along with one or two other EZ stations. In June, 2010, Bill Moore,
of the ARRL DXCC Desk, confirmed that EZ7V counts for DXCC only until December 31, 2006.
10. ZS8
PRINCE EDWARD AND MARION ISLANDS- David, ZS1BCE is reported to be returning to
Marion Island in 2017 and will be active as ZS8Z when time permits. He will remain on the island (working as a communications
technician) until May 2018. QRV on HF bands, SSB/Digi. QSL via ZS1LS.
11. YK

SYRIA - With the ongoing civil war it is unlikely we will see an operation from here in 2017.

12. KH1
BAKER/HOWLAND ISLANDS – The group is expected to be activated by YT1AD/N6PSE/K3LP
sometime in September/October. See the April 2016 Newsletter for more info about the islands
13. VK0M
MACQUARIE ISLAND - almost became even rarer a few months ago. The Australian Government
considered closing the research station in 2017, but changed their minds. No word on any operations in 2017.
14. CE0X
SAN FELIX ISLANDS - There was an announcement about a 2017 DXpedition to San Felix Islands
(CE0X), but it turned out to be phony. (See the November 2016 Newsletter for more info.)
15. KH7K

KURE ISLAND – Nothing reported. Last operation was K7C in 2005.

Work first and worry later!
- 73’s and Good DX -
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http://www.dxpeditions.org/most-wanted-dxcc/
To determine DXCC entities which are rare and worth visiting by a DXpedition you can use Clublog statistics: Clublog.
However, in my opinion, those data are not exact because of three factors:
1. Uploads from certain amount of amateurs are not updated or amateurs are not active anymore (SK).
2. Some active HAMs do not upload their data to Clublog.
3. Receiving confirmation and making upload (especially QSL via bureau) takes long time.
Voting in a poll will give alternative ranking to this in the Clublog.
You can choose up to 50 (or less) DXCC entities. This poll should give precise results for 2017 because it is based on online
immediate visitors' votes and will help to plan next DXpedition. Have fun!

Interesting Links sent in by Tom W8FIB
RS-6 Spy Radio Pix
http://www.qsl.net/k5bcq/RS6/rs6.html
and this one

http://www.n6cc.com/the-rs-6-radio-set

Mine is NOS -- never used. 4 boxes of spare parts.

Please try to make the meeting on March 25th. If you don’t
want a lunch and just have a cup of coffee or some other
drink that is fine. We would still like to see and talk with you.
There are some great buys on this club’s web site to include a couple estate sales:
http://w9joz.org/forsale.htm
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Wish everybody followed it.

I want to thank those that have been sending in articles for the newsletter. All items are
appreciated.
Don’t forget to send in any information you would like to share with the Club members.

Until Next Time,
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73

John
W3ML
http://nwidxclub.weebly.com/
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